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The play is a comedy of money-loving British lords, a country estate of feuding families, a trust-fund family, and a handful of dapper aristocrats going about their business in a Jacobean mansion occupied by
professional debtors. Tamlin, a charismatic but dissolute baron, is grooming his son to inherit the property. Tamlin has his eye on the wife of an aristocratic man with debts of his own. Nobody knows what will

happen, least of all Tamlin. For what happens is that the three families, having hatched a plot to kill one another, set about killing each other. This is the sort of irreverent, pulpy and bloody comedy that appeals
to Puck, or, to use the play's precise title, Puck and His Shakespearean Adventure. The set is plush. Its a Victorian country manor with several ballrooms, a domed ceiling and sumptuous furnishings. Here is last
year's unsung hero, the milquetoast slave, whose attempts to seduce Tamlin result in a murderous accident. Can he really engineer another living no one except his slave grandmother ever knows about? In his
most promising scene, he is entering Tamlin's lifeguard-free swimming pool when he unwittingly pulls a tadpole, called a selchie, from the pool. He is immediately attacked, having assumed the creature is one

of Tamlins enemies and, rather than run from it as his nature directs, he hits it with a racket. An exasperated Tamlin orders him to get rid of it, which he does by ordering it to live in a bucket of water. The
audience, by and large, enjoys this scene. But it is a shame that such a wry and appealing subversion of the no-funty-allowed Shakespeare convention has been overlooked. Read more
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